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TABLE 21.-AVERAGE TIME REQUIRED FOR THREE DIFFERENT TOP CUTTERS
TO CUT THE TOPS ON A FIELD CRATE OF CELERY WITH AND WITHOUT THE
FoRM TOP, FLORIDA, 1944 SEASON.

With Form Top Without Form Top
Operator Number Minutes Number Minutes

of Crates per of Crates per
_Timed Crate Timed Crate

1 82 .18 76 .21

2 60 .24 80 .23

3 92 .22 116 .24

Simple average ..................... 21 .23

The chief objection to the use of the machete is the damage
done to field boxes (Fig. 23). The straps around the heads of
the box are cut frequently in making a forceful stroke with
the machete. This weakens the box and is one of the main
causes for field box breakage. The use of the saw largely over-
comes this trouble, although some workers, accustomed to the

machete, will occasionally use
"L"- SC • - the saw in the same fashion as

* ..- . - ... -. - the machete. Considerable dam-
y. * . '" age is done to the saw, as well

Sas to the box, when it is used
in this manner.
* The hand saw, used in a saw-

ing fashion, does a superior job
of top cutting, because the tops
are cut flush with the open side
of the field crate. When either
the machete or the saw is used
in a chopping fashion, the tops
are not cut as close to the crate,
resulting in a higher percentage
of long stalks. The chopping
action usually leaves the longest
celery at the end of the chop,
that is, that celery nearest the

Fig. 23.-Broken Box Caused worker. There is a natural ten-
by Topping. dency to turn the machete away

When the box strap is cut, from the box as the cut is being
the box head soon splits.


